
Warrior Paintball Antibes (SAS Angie) 
Avenue du Pylone, 06600 ANTIBES 

E-mail : contact@warriorpaintballantibes.fr
www.warriorpaintballantibes.fr 

PARENTAL AUTHORIZATION 
(Print, sign & bring to the field / One authorization form per child)


I, the undersigned, Madam, Sir :

  Father     Mother     Tutor (legal guardian) of : 
Residing : 
Participant’s date of birth  : 
Phone number in case of emergency : 

• Disclaimer of Liability
Authorize my child to play paintball on the site of Warrior Paintball Antibes (SAS Angie) located in the town of

Antibes. 
     Confirm that my child is capable to participate in this physical activity. 


  Release Warrior Paintball Antibes (SAS Angie) from any liability for any accidents, thefts, damage to property and/or 
personal injury or any other damage that my child or one of his / her companions as well as their property may suffer as 
a result of this activity.  

     In the event of accident or damage of any kind during this activity, I will be responsable to settle any disputes with 
the protagonists related to this incident without ever implicating Warrior Paintball Antibes (SAS Angie).  

     I declare that my child participates in this activity of his or her own free will and I take responsibility to exclude any 
criminal action, liability or damages or any other legal recourse against Warrior Paintball Antibes (SAS Angie). 

• Reminder of security and rules for minors participating in the event
Your minor child must respect the commitments below, otherwise the person in charge of Warrior Paintball Antibes 
(SAS Angie) may cancel his rental or access to the field without any justification, and without any reimbursement for 
non-compliance with the following instructions : 


- The obligation to keep his / her mask in the zones where the wearing is obligatory.
- The obligation to keep the barrel cap + the safety of his / her pitcher out of the playing area.
- The obligation not to shoot a paintball(s) above the safety nets delimiting the field.
- The obligation not to reuse any balls on the ground.
- The minor is solely responsible for all the material put at his disposal by Warrior Paintball Antibes (SAS Angie). In case

of loss or damage to the equipment, Warrior Paintball Antibes (SAS Angie), will be entitled to claim additional financial
penalties.

- The minor  will  respect the safety measures (no coma) and not to shoot his / her playmates within 5 meters.
- The obligation not to be under the influence of any substance that may impair his / her physical, sensory, moral or

mental capacities (drugs, alcohol, medicines, ...).
- The obligation to respect, and not to contest the information and indications given by the host.
- The obligation to respect the premises, in particular not to leave rubbish on the site.
- Any physical, verbal or moral violence is forbidden on the site.
- In case of theft In the car parks or within the site, the management declines all responsibility. 

Each participant remains responsible for his or her actions with regard to articles 1382 and next. of the Civil Code.


Date :  Signature of the legal guardian  
Place : with "read and approved » 
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